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Elementary and Middle School Teachers are Making
STEM Connections
Teachers and students in BCSD elementaries are
becoming “makers” with high and low-tech science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM) tools thanks to a recent grant
award. Tinkering, exploring, and creating are embraced as our
youngest learners are empowered to tackle STEM challenges
through hands-on problem-solving.
Elementary Technology Teacher Leader, Diana Byriel,
wrote and was awarded a STEM scale-up grant in 2016-17
through the Iowa Governor’s STEM Advisory Council. The award
provided BCSD with professional development training and
materials to expand on STEM and makerspace efforts K-8. As a
part of the Making STEM Connections grant, four BCSD
elementary teachers attended training through the Science
Center of Iowa in the summer and fall.
Following the training, each elementary school received a
large cart of materials to foster student critical thinking and
problem solving in the classroom. All elementary teachers at
BCSD were then trained in leading young makers during
professional development time this fall. Training included
background on planning lessons and strategies for teaching with
a “maker” philosophy. Teachers also learned to use new STEM
tools to engage students in activities like building circuits,
designing bridges, and tackling creative challenges.
Teachers are excited to try out the new materials. They
have already begun to connect them to science lessons or
extend concepts introduced through literature. Who knows? The
next great inventor may just be sitting in a BCSD elementary
classroom today!

Elementary Family Night is open to all elementary students in our
community this includes Boone, Sacred Heart, Trinity, and United
Schools.

TOREADOR WINTER PEP RALLIES: The BHS winter
athletes visited Page, Lincoln, Sacred Heart, Franklin, and
United on 12/15 to get the students excited for the weekend
activities and Elementary Family Night at the BHS Basketball
games TONIGHT!

